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Abstract

An analytical and numerical solution for unsteady discharge of gas through blow down stack open to atmosphere
based upon the volume model analysis is developed. The time dependent, one-dimensional mass conservation
equation was used in the analysis with neglecting the effects of flow and friction along the main pipe. Also
isothermal gas expansion is assumed inside the main pipe and isentropic flow through the stack. The results
obtained were compared very well with available data and published model.
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1. Introduction

The design of most natural gas transmission lines and distribution system is based upon steady-state calculations.
Similarly the operation of the system is generally based on the same type of calculations and upon the operations
experience. As a gas industry becomes more and more concerned with the identification of the reliability of a
system and with optimum means of operation of a system, unsteady flow calculations are becoming more
significant and necessary.
Many type of transient flow conditions are possible in a system depending mainly upon its geometry and upon
the cause of the transient.
Unsteady flow (transient flow) of gas pipeline occurs during blow down or after rupture of a pipeline element. In
the first case the exit cross-sectional area of the riser is much smaller than that of the main pipe. Consequently,
the gas velocity in the pipeline is typically about (10-30 m/s) during sonic discharge and the flow can be
regarded as quasi-steady. Botros et al., (1989) stagnation pressure at the stack exit, which determines the
discharge flux to the atmospheric, is a function of pipeline pressure at the stack entrance and pressure losses in
the riser. In the case of rapture, however, the exit area can be as the main pipe cross-sectional area and thus
flow velocity in the pipe becomes high (about 35% initially at the rapture section) and varies rapidly with time
(Botros et al., 1989).
Tayler et al. (1962) developed a computer program to simulate gas transmission line operating under transient
condition. This program is built on the basic mass and momentum balance equation. An implicit method to
calculate transient pressure and flow in gas network was presented by (Wylie et al. 1971; Rachford, 1977)
presented a numerical analysis using Galerken technique to solve transient gas transportation problem through a
single pipe and two pipes transmission system with compressor station modeled as separated work. Osiadacz
(1982) presented a new technique to calculate the transient flow in high pressure transportation system. In this
work a partial differential equation characterizing the dynamic gas flow through pipeline and a numerical
scheme for its solution are considered. Rene Flatt (1985) studied unsteady frictional flow of compressible fluid
generating in along pipeline after an
Accident (rupture).A high numerical accuracy obtained if the number of grid points is sufficiently large and if
the special modified form of the boundary condition at the broken section is used. Botros et al. (1989) presented
and discussed computational procedures entails various assumptions. Analytical and numerical solutions with
effect of stack entrance and friction losses discharge coefficient are evaluating.
This paper describes a physical model of pipeline section, which is regarded as a volume with stagnation
conditions inside or as a pipe with velocity increasing towards the exit. The analytical solution of mass
conservation equation is given.
Estimation of gas pipeline blowdown time requires the determination of the pressure-time history for the
unsteady discharge of gas through a blowdown stack open to the atmosphere. Computational procedures entail
various assumptions whose validity and contributions to the accuracy are often not assessed. This paper
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discusses the computational models and solution methods and further assesses the significance of the various
assumptions involved.
Volume and pipe models, numerical and analytical methods of solution, effects of stack entrance and friction
losses and discharge coefficient are evaluated. The accuracy of a particular model or method of solution is
greatly dependent on the fL/D ratio of the pipe section under blowdown. Comparison with field measurements of
a straight pipe section and a complicated compressor station yard piping enabled evaluation of the above models
(K.K.K. Botros, 1989).
The unsteady frictional flow of a compressible fluid generated in a long pipeline after an accidental rupture is of
considerable interest to the offshore gas industry. It answers several important questions concerning safety and
pollution, e.g. the flow rate at the broken pipe end.
Laboratory tests cannot simulate the rather complex phenomenon satisfactorily. The problem is highly non-linear
and no general analytical solution is yet known.
The study that based on computational fluid dynamics, the simplifying assumptions of isothermal and low
Mach number flow often applied in the case of unsteady compressible flows in pipelines, have not been used.
Owing to the choking condition (Ma=1) which prevails for some time at the broken end. And the cumulative
effect of friction over the 145 km long pipeline, we obtain (∂p/∂x)t→−∞. This analytically established singularity
leads to numerical difficulties which seriously affect the accuracy. For short tubes (such as shock tubes) this
negative feature is much less severe. Special procedures were necessary to keep the accuracy within the chosen
limit of 1 per cent (Renne, 1986).
2. Analytical Volume Model

This model neglects the effects of flow and friction along the main pipe and hence assumes that stagnation
conditions prevail inside the whole pipe section under Blowdown. Isothermal gas expansion is assumed inside
the main pipe and isentropic flow through the stack.
Mass conservation requires that is:
(1)
The equation of state of the form:
,

,

For perfect gas and

. 2

(2)

:
(3)

And thus,

. 1 becomes:

(4)
(5)
(6)
From Eq.(6) and Eq.(3) becomes:
(7)
The analytical solution of Eq.(7) depends on the initial condition of the problem.
The initial condition of the problem under research given as:
At

0,

(8)

Since the amount of pressure is decreasing as time increasing, hence Eq.(7) have the solution:

(9)
By using above initial condition (i.e. Eq.(8)), the result:
(10)
And the solution of Eq.(9) becomes:
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(11)
Or
(12)
For sonic flow through valve and assuming isentropic expansion from the pipe stagnation condition, the mass
flow rate given by (sallet,1984) as:
(13)

Athr
τv

/c*

(14)

Cd=

/c*Ath

(15)

From Eq.(14):

Substitute Eq.(15) into Eq.(13 ) yields:
⁄

PV/c τv)

(16)

For perfect gas:
(17)
Substitute Eq.(17) into Eq.(16) given:
/τv

(18)

Since
(19)
Substitute Eq.(19) into Eq.(18) yield:
/ τv

(20)

–t/

(21)

Substitute Eq.(20) into Eq.(12) yield:
τv

Or
_

(22)

Where
=t/ τv

(23)

3. Numerical volume solution

The mass conservation equation can be calculated as Eq.(7):

The gas mass flow rate can be calculated using Eq.(13) as:
Athr

and from Eq.(23) the time constant can be calculated as:
=t/ τv
hence,
.

(24)

v

and
v
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Substitute Eq.(25) into Eq.(7) above yield:
- τv

(26)

From Eq.(19), the relationship between the gas mass flow rate and time constant given as:
m/ τv
Substituting Eq.(19) into Eq.(26) yield:
(27)
Eq.(27), were solved numerically using Rung-Kutta method, by using MATLAB program (using m.file code23)
to calculate the pressure ratio as function of time constant( ) .
4. Results and Discussion
An analytical and numerical solution was performed on a blowdown of straight section of pipe through one riser
at the end.
A very simple relationship between dimensionless pressure and normalized time was given. The derived
equation is similar to that obtained by Botros et al. (1989) [volume model analysis], so that the both results are
identical in this case. From all figures the dimensionless pressure is linearly decreasing with the time. This
behavior coming from the fact that the pressure at the blwdown start has been the maximum value and after short
time the value of pressure was decreased and the back pressure (pressure at the downstream region) becomes
affected until the sonic venting stopped.
Fig.(1) is given a comparison between the analytical and numerical results obtained from volume model and
analytical results from volume model too, given by Botros et al.(1989).An identical completely behavior is
obtained. Fig. (2) shows a comparison between the analytical and numerical volume model results obtained and
the analytical pipe model results given by Botros et al.(1989).The volume model results(analytical and numerical)
given a high value of pressure ratio than the analytical pipe model results. The reason is coming from that the
volume model neglects the effects of the flow and friction along the main pipe. Hence assumes that stagnation
conditions prevail inside the whole pipe section under blowdown whereas in the pipe model the effects of the
flow and friction along the pipe is represents.Also, notice that the analytical and numerical solutions are no
longer straight lines on the semi-log graph from the initial condition to sonic discharge. This deviation indicates
to end of sonic venting through the blowdown process. This is occurs in the all figures plotted.
The numerical results were obtained by using Rung-Kutta numerical technique and by using MATHLAB
computer program to calculate the dimensionless pressure drop through the blowdown process. As a result, the
two methods [analytical and numerical] volume models gives only one profile of the dimensionless pressure up
to the end of sonic discharge independent of the initial pressure.
Avery good agreement was obtained with analytical results model presented or with numerical results given by
Botros et al. (1989).
5. Conclusions

Analytical and numerical verified against previous models on horizontal pipeline section enable to evaluating of
validity of volume model gave the following conclusions:
1. The physical properties of the gas transporting by pipeline un affected the pressure through the blow down
process.
2. The analytical and numerical volume model presented are a suitable to a simulate transient gas blow down
may be consider.
3. A good agreement among the results obtained from analysis presented and the results given by (Botros et al.,
1989).
Nomenclature

Ath
c
Cd

Pipeline cross-sectional area
Speed of sound
Stack valve discharge coefficient

G

Gas mass flow rate

K

Gas isentropic exponent
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Mass

P

Pressure

Po

Stagnation pressure

R

Gas constant

T

Time

t*

Dimensionless time

T

Temperature

V

Volume

Greek Symbols

ρ

Gas density

φ

Integration constant appears in eq.(9)

τν

Time constant
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Figure 1. Pressure time profile from analytical and numerical volume models comparison with analytical volume
model

Figure 2. Pressure time profile from analytical and numerical volume models coparison with numerical pipe
model results
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Figure 3. Pressure time profile from analytical and numerical volume models coparison with analytical pipe
model

Figure 4. Pressure time profile from analytical and numerical volume models coparison with numerical pipe
model
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Figure 5. Pressure time profile from numerical volume model coparison with numerical pipe model

Figure 6. Pressure time profile from analytical volume model coparison with numerical pipe model
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Figure 7. Pressure time profile from numerical volume model coparison with numerical pipe model
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